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                      Garage Doors  
 

Keeping garage doors operating smoothly  
 
Tighten all door fasteners while the door is in closed position at least once a year. Insure that you do not over            
tighten fasteners found on wood doors otherwise you may strip the wood where wood screws are used to fasten  
stiffener brackets across the width of the door.  
 
Insure all roller/hinge assembly fasteners are tight. Do not over tighten these fasteners as you may pull the               
head of the fastener through from the front or outside of the wooden door.  
 
Aluminum doors require a check of fastening assemblies, insure that you do not over tighten fasteners.  
 
Apply Rust Cop to all rollers, guides, pivot points, large spring across the top of the door and to pulley                      
guide wires that lift the door. 
 
Treat the wires on the pulley assembly while the door is in the up position by spraying Rust Cop to the top                
of the wire on the pulley and then to the sides. Insure that enough Rust Cop is applied to cover the cable so            
that a tiny amount of excess moves to the bottom of the pulley while in contact with the wire.  
 
Do not use Rust Cop to treat the screw assembly that the motor assembles onto.  
Use manufacturers recommended grease for lubricant.  
 
This tune up to your garage door should be performed at least once a year which will increase the life                            
of your garage door system for years.  
 

 

Keeping garage doors looking new  
 
Use Enviroklean Stain Remover to remove any unsightly staining. 
 
Metal Doors—Use Bullfrog Fast Wax to refresh the metal and protect the finish. Bullfrog Fast Wax is a           
high quality Carnauba Wax with UV blocker and VpCI corrosion inhibitors to protect all metal surfaces                        
from corrosion and oxidation. 
 
 
Note: 

Go to Products Link on our site for details on Rust Cop, Enviroklean Stain Remover and Bullfrog Fast Wax 98198. 
Go to Buy Now Link on our site for retail locations. 
Go to Contact Link on our site for industrial sales and further questions. 


